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MESSAGE
It is a matter of great satisfaction that Safety
Department is bringing out the 2nd Safety Bulletin of this
year on “Rolling Stock”. There is no denying of the fact
that rolling stocks are our precious assets and they should
be kept in good fettle through proper usage and sound
maintenance practices.
This safety bulletin contains a number of useful topics
like GDR check, issue of BPC, various types of wheel defects
and their measurements, check list for inspections etc. This
bulletin will undoubtedly be a handy guide to our railway
men for updating their knowledge on rolling stock, thereby
helping in ensuring “Zero Defect Maintenance”.
On this occasion, I sincerely appeal to all my
colleagues to be honest and diligent in their duties and to
take all possible steps to eliminate human failures.
Last but not the least, I congratulate and convey my
best wishes to the officers and staff of Safety
Organization for their efforts in bringing out the 2nd
Safety Bulletin of the present financial year.
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MESSAGE
I am happy to note that Safety Organisation of ECoR
is printing a Safety Bulletin on Mechanical Assets. This
Bullletin includes extant instrucutions and circulars
pertaining to Maintenance of Wagons, Coaches. Pantry Cars,
Breakdown Cranes etc.
Consolidation of all the important guidelines in one
Bulletin shall be found to be very useful by our C & W
maintenance staff and staff involved in train operations.
I wish this joint initiative of Safety Organisation
together with Mechanical Organisation, a great success.
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FOREWORD
Safety Department of East Coast Railway is
continuing its endeavour to sensitize the field officers,
supervisors and staff on different aspects of safe train
operation. Hence, This humble effort fo brining out the
2nd safety bulletin of this financial year on “Mechanical
Assets”.
Second to none, Carriage and Wagon plays a vital
role in train operation. Thus there is always a need to renew
and upgrade the skills of the supervisors and staff who
are associated with it.
In view of above, this bulletin attempts to impart a holistic
view of mechanical assets by elucidating on various topics
like Wheel Defects and Measurement, Role of on board
staff, BPC, Hot axle, Brake binding and Inspection check
lists of Mechanical assets including Pantry Cars. It also

contains various relevant Office Orders for ready
reference.
I hope, this safety bulletin will be useful to all concerned.
I also appeal to everybody to go through the contents of
the bulletin and offer their valuable suggestions.
At the end, I wish to place on record my sincere
appreciation of the efforts of all the officers and staff
of Safety Organization of East Coast Railway for brining
out this safty bulletin.

Rail Sadan, Chandrasekharpur, Bhubaneswar - 751017, Tel. No. : 0674-2300957,
Fax : 0674 - 2302758, E-mail : cso@ecor.railnet.gov.in
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CHAPTER - I
BRAKE POWER CERTIFICATE
BPC is an important document being prepared by C&W
issued to Crew & Guard of a train certifying the condition of
brake power before commencement of its journey from the
originating station/location to destination with certain
validation in % of brake power, days of run as well as the
approved kms to run.


A.

B.

Issued for freight trains & coaching trains separately in
different forms.
a)

Certification of Coaching Stock shall be done as
per RPC-4 of Railway Board.

b)

Certification of Freight Trains shall be done as per
extant procedure.

Brake Power Rules for Coaching Trains:


BPC is issued after examination completed on Pit
line by JE/SSE(C&W).



Brake Power percentage should be 100%.

Type of BPC:


Single BPC: BPC is issued for single trip only to
long distance train which earn more than 3500 km
both UP & DN direction.



Return BPC: BPC is issued for both UP & DN trips
trains which earn less than 3500 km both UP & DN
put together. BPC is get revalidated by PF TXR on
return direction.



Round trip BPC: BPC is issued for short distance
trains which earn less than 3500 km or 4 days
whichever is earlier for lavatory trains & 7 days for
non-lavatory trains.
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C.

BPC for LHB :
Vide Railway Board circular issued by Director (Mech)
vide letter NO. 95/M(C)/141/1, Dt. 12.09.2016, the round
trip km of Mail/Express trains with LHB stock is enhanced
to 4000 km on round trip as against 3500 km.


The maintenance practice of the rake at the other
end is to be ensured.



Minimum 3 hours halt should be provided at other
than primary end.



Cleaning, Passenger Amenities items & watering
to be ensured.

D.

E.

Validity of BPC in case of Parcel Express Train :
Vide letter No. 97/M(C)/202/4, Dt. 22.11.2010 i)

Dedicated Parcel Express rake is nominated to
Coaching base depot.

ii)

Maintenance is undertaken on the Pit as like
coaching stock rakes.

iii)

Amalgamation/destination of two or more
segments permitted.

iv)

The BPC is valid till rake integration undisturbed or
otherwise revalidated by competent Railway
official.

v)

All Parcel Vans in the dedicated Parcel Express
should be weighed.

vi)

Any Parcel van needs attachment must be examined
at Pit.

Other than Primary end:
i)

When two trains starting from different stations
and amalgamating into one train at an enroute
station, the BPC for individual trains shall be
2

clubbed at the intermediate amalgamating point,
revalidated and the train worked up to the
destination.

F.

ii)

When train originating from one station and
disintegrating into two/more trains at an enroute
station, the originating station shall issue separate
BPCs for all the trains which are to be formed after
disintegration at an intermediate station. At the
intermediate station, the respective BPCs shall
move along with the trains after revalidation.

iii)

Whenever revalidation of the BPC is to be done at
non SSE/JE(C&W) station, the exercise is carried
out jointly by Guard and LP as is prevalent for GDR
check of freight stock.

BPC-Percentage & Validity:
a)
Types of BPC, percentage & validity in case of
FREIGHT TRAINS :
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b)

G.

Types of BPC, percentage & validity in case of
COACHING TRAINS:

Train Examination Time
The following timings are prescribed for train
examination with standard C&W gang-

H.
i)

BPC for Freight train:
Intensive end to end BPC

Goods trains are checked in empty condition.



BPC is given without mentioning the destination.










The empty rake with BPC moved to the loading
point.
After getting loaded, the destination is written on
BPC.
On reaching at destination BPC gets invalid.
After unloading, if it is TXR Examination point the
empty rake is offered for certification.
After unloading, if it is non-TXR point, it moves to
nearest TXR point.
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ii)

The brake power should be 90% or more at the
time BPC issued.

Premium rake BPC

Goods train is checked in empty condition.



BPC is given with validity of 12 days.





The rake can be loaded and unloaded any number
of times.
After 12th day, if the rake is loaded condition, a
grace period of 3 days is permitted for movement
to the unloading point.



Brake power while issuing should be 95% or more.



Brake power in enroute should be 75% or more.







iii)

Otherwise offered for GDR check.

Not more than 4 wagons may be replaced by
certified wagons.
The rake should not be stabled in TXR examination
yard more than 24 hours.
Movement of Premium end to end rakes will be
monitored through FOIS.

Closed Circuit rake BPC





Goods train is examined in empty condition in the
respective base depot.
7500 kms or 35 days whichever is earlier. The loco
pilot will log kms in every trip.
If there is a discontinuity on logging of km, the
validity of BPC becomes :
a)

6000 kms or 30 days becomes 15 days

b)

7500 kms or 35 days becomes 20 days.
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Brake power while issuing BPC should be 100%.



Brake power enroute should be 75% or more.



For BTPN, BCNHL & BOXNHL the validity of BPC30 days without km limit. In the next days of grace
period the rake has to move to base depot.



iv)

BPC for Material trains :


Material train is checked in empty condition.



BPC is issued for 30 days period.



v)

Each CC rake has a closed circuit zone of operation
& closed circuit should not be violated.

Brake power while issuing should be 90% or
more.



Brake power in enroute should be 75% or more.



BPC particulars to be kept under custody of BTC.

Validity of BPC:Guard and Driver must ensure that they are having the
correct & valid BPC before starting the train. If a train is
stabled for more than 24 hrs in a non-TXR station, it will
be despatched on the same BPC with GDR check.

I.

Colour of BPC :


Air brake CC rakes – Yellow



End to end rakes – Green



Premium rakes- Green
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J.

C & W Examination Points in ECoR :

Trains moving with invalid BPC will be offered for C&W
examination at first examination point in the direction of
movement.
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K.

Characteristics of Premium and CC Rakes:

Both Mechanical and Traffic control of the division and
headquarter shall record the movement particulars of every
CC rake of ECoR origin and CC rakes already earned more than
6000 kms should normally to be kept within ECoR jurisdiction.
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L.

PROCEDURE FOR BRAKE CONTINUITY TEST ON AIR BRAKE
PASSENGER TRAINS (BG) Date: 19/04/2008.

Before starting the train either from originating station
or after any attachment /detachment of coaches/loco change
of locomotive (from diesel to electric or vice-versa) en-route,
the Driver and Guard must carry out this test as soon as possible
after the locomotive or coaches is coupled or-recoupled to
ensure continuity to the brake pipes throughout fitted portion
of the train when all shunting work has been completed.
1.

The brake continuity test must be carried out on the
train in the following circumstances without exception.
i)

Locomotive or additional locomotive is attached to
the front of the train.

ii)

One or more coaches are attached in any position
of the train.

iii)

One or more coaches are detached from any
position other than the extreme rear.

iv)

After any brake defect or irregularity attended by
closing Angle cock or detaching BP or FP hose of
any coach or locomotive on the train which has
affected the continuity.

2.

The brake continuity test need not be carried out on
the train in the following circumstances.
i)

When locomotive other than train locomotive is
detached from the extreme front of the train.

ii)

When train locomotive is used for ‘complete’ brake
test of the whole train and is not thereafter
detached before station.

iii)

When the train locomotive or coach is detached
from the extreme rear of the train.
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3.

The following procedures shall be followed for the
continuity test.
i)

First of all it must be ensured that all angle cocks
of BP & FP are in open position. However, rear end
angle cocks and free end angle cocks of locomotive
should be kept in closed position.

ii)

It is to be ensured that 100% release of all DVs.

iii)

The Driver & Guard must confirm for the test by
means of communication.

iv)

The Driver must charge the BP & FP pressure of
the train and check that 5.0+0.1kg/cm² and
6.0+0.1kg/cm² pressure is registered respectively
in BP & FP Gauge in the leading driving
compartment and confirm from the Guard that
minimum 4.8 kg/cm² & 5.8kg/cm² pressure is
registered respectively in BP & FP Gauge in the
rear SLR.

v)

The Driver must then without delay carryout the
following:
The Driver must reduce BP pressure to 4.0 kg/cm²
by moving the A-9 automatic brake valve handle
towards application position and confirm from the
Guard that the pressure registered in BP Gauge in
the rear SLR is within the range of 3.6 to 4.0kg/
cm², otherwise, it indicate discontinuity in brake
pipe, which should be attended by the TXR staff.
After correction of any fault a further brake
continuity test to be done over exchange of views
in a communication facility available to them.
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vi)

After step at 3(iv) the Driver must then recharge
the BP pressure by moving the A-9 automatic brake
valve handle to “RELEASE” position and check that
5.0+0.1kg/cm² pressure is registered in BP Gauge
in the locomotive and confirm from the Guard that
minimum 4.8kg/cm² pressure is registered in BP
Gauge in the SLR.

vi)

After the brake pipe pressure has stabilized in the
locomotive and rear SLR/last vehicle, the Driver
must then cut off air supply for the Brake Pipe either
by moving the automatic brake valve handle to
HANDLE OFF/NEUTRAL’ position if available or by
closing the brake pipe isolating cock handle
provided between C-2 relay valve and brake pipe
of the locomotive. The Guard must then without
delay carryout the following.

vii)

If, SLR is the rear vehicle the Guard must then open
the emergency brake valve handle in the rear SLR
to reduce the BP pressure to 3.6kg/cm². As soon
as the pressure in the BP Gauge of the rear SLR is
dropped to the specified limit 3.6Kg/cm², the Guard
must then close the Emergency brake valve.

viii) If, SLR is not the rear vehicle the Guard must open
the cut off angle cock of the BP on the last vehicle
to reduce the BP pressure to 3.6kg/cm². As soon
as the pressure in the BP Gauge is dropped to the
specified limit 3.6Kg/cm², the Guard must then
close the cut off angle cock of last vehicle.
Wherever TXR staff is posted, they should assist
the Guard in this.
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ix)

After step 3(vii) or 3(viii), the Guard must then
confirm from the Driver that the pressure registered
in BP Gauge in the locomotive is within the range
of 3.6 to 4.0kg/cm², otherwise, it indicates
discontinuity in the brake pipe, which should be
attended by the TXR staff. After correction of any
fault, brake continuity test commending at step
3(iv) to 3(viii) must be repeated.

x)

When continuity is assured and Guard’s emergency
brake valve in rear SLR/cut off angle cock of last
vehicle is closed, Driver must open the air supply
of brake pipe to recharge the air pressure and check
that 5.0+0.1kg/cm² pressure is registered in BP
Gauge in leading driving compartment and confirm
from the Guard that minimum 4.8 Kg/cm² pressure
is registered in BP Gauge in rear SLR.

NOTE : Only during recharging/recreating of BP after brake
application, initial charging or resetting of ACP/TP/
GVA, the “RELEASE/RUN’ Push button switch must be
kept in ‘RELEASE’ position otherwise it should be kept
in ‘RUN’ position.

M. GDR CHECK LIST :
When back loading is done at a station where freight train
examination facilities exist, the rake must be examined
there and fresh BPC issued. In case of rake is back loaded,
detected with invalid/missing BPC and in the absence of
C&W examination facilities the rake can be cleared by any
of the following means.


Checked by a flying squad and fresh BPC issued, if
operationally feasible.
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If it is not possible then the rake is permitted to run
upto the next C&W examination point in the direction
of movement by GDR check as mentioned below.
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CHAPTER - 2
ROLE OF ON-BOARD STAFF
IN CASE OF FIRE IN TRAIN


INTRODUCTION

Fire on train is a very serious safety hazard which lead to
heavy casualties and damage to Railway. In case fire on train,
serious public criticism on the performance of Railway working.
Hardly any breathing time available for rescue the passenger
in 2-3 minutes before smoke engulfs. Smoke (toxic/non-toxic)
can cause suffocation and loss of consciousness in two minutes.
Fire in personal clothing causes loss of consciousness in
10-15 seconds and Deaths of incapacitation (followed by
death) can happen in five minutes. A fire in train destroys the
train carriage(s) completely in a few minutes.
In most of the cases, rescue & relief reach at the burning
train when the coaches are completely charred and passengers
dead or badly burnt. Under such situation, the role of on-board
Railway servants becomes vital and they should plunge into
action to save the precious lives on priority. In this context, the
Railway servants are expected to have a basic knowledge &
practice on fire and fire fighting methods and sense of safety
& fire fighting.
It is desired that the role of ON-BOARD staff need to be
communicated through various training programs.


FIRE FIGHTING PRECAUTIONS
1.

Coach door bottom latches removal, as to
overcome the situation of late door opening during
fire.

2.

Intensive check of passage clearance of all coaches
including pantry car.
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3.

Drive taken to provide DCPT fire extinguisher in
sleeper coaches.

4.

Ensure all DCPT are not overdue.

5.

Counselling & fire fighting exercise are conducted
time to time at all Crew Lobby, Running Room, ART,
ARME, 140 T BD Crane, Diesel shed, Work shop &
Depots.

6.

Smoke detectors availability in power cars.

7.

No water leakage on Electrical panels.

8.

Training to on board AC coach staff on basic fire
fighting & regular counselling.

INSTANT ACTION TEAM AGAINST FIRE

An instant action team comprising the following
available on the train may be formed.


Loco pilot, Asst. Loco pilot, Guard



All TTEs, AC Coach attendants, AC Mechanics



OBHS (On-board Housekeeping Staff) (Railway and/
or Contractor)



RPF/GRP staff



Pantry car staff (Railway and/or Contractor)



TXR staff (as provided on some trains)








Railway employees either on duty or on leave as
passengers travelling in the fire affected train
Doctors travelling by the train
Railway staff working at site or available near the
site of the fire incident
Passengers travelling on the train who volunteer
for rescue and relief work
15



ROLE OF INSTANT ACTION TEAM
1.

Don’t panic, condemn rumours.

2.

Pull the Alarm Chain and stop the train immediately.

3.

Evacuate the passengers to the adjacent coaches
which are away from the fire through the vestibules;
if the fire is not extinguished. After complete
evacuation the rolling shutters of coaches on fire
to be closed to contain the spread of fire.

4.

More people expire due to suffocation from smoke
rather than due to actual burning.
Advice passengers to take a cloth, wet it in their
drinking water and cover their nostrils. This reduces
the smoke inhalation & subsequently its bad
effects.

5.

Insist that passengers should save themselves first
and not to bother about their luggage which can
be retrieved later on.

6.

Isolate the affected coaches from other coaches
by decoupling both Mechanical & Electric couplers.

7.

Locate the fire extinguishing substances viz. fire
extinguishers, water bucket with water/sand etc.
Use water from the coaches.

8.

Try and put out the very source of the fire before it
becomes a big blaze.

9.

Turn off Electrical Appliances. In case of fire from
electricity switch off the source.

10.

Report it to the nearest station/control/fire station
(fire services: 101, it can be dialled by mobile also).
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When a person is on fire

Approach him holding the nearest available wrap
in front of you.

Wrap it round him.

Lay him flat and smother the flames.

He may roll on the floor, smothering the flames.

On no account should he rush into the open air.

Call for assistance.
Handling of injured passengers
1.
During handling the injured must wear hand gloves
& if possible to be changed time to time to
overcome the contamination of injury areas.
2.
Building up confidence of injured passengers by
suitable advice is of great importance.
3.
First aid should be rendered to the injured
passengers.
4.
Ordinarily give nothing ORALLY to injured one, but
if medical treatment is delayed more than 4 hours,
give ORS drinks preferably bio-carbonated soda,
but not chilled water.
5.
In serious case, remove the patient quickly to
hospital as the injured may require an anaesthetic,
medical soothing.

ROLE OF AC COACH MAINTENANCE STAFF
1.
Ensure pathway cleared inside coach.
2.
Immediately isolate the affected coach/coaches
electrically.
3.
Use fire extinguisher to extinguish fire to extent
possible.
4.
Help in extricating the trapped passengers/bodies.
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ROLE OF CREW (LOCO PILOT/CO-PILOT, GUARD)
1.

Stop the train immediately.

2.

Arrange the stretcher and first-aid box for the
injured passengers.

3.

Arrange for isolating the affected coaches from
other coaches by decoupling both Mechanical &
Electric couplers.

4.

Report it to the nearest station/control.

5.

Provide anti rolling arrangement on the isolated
coaches and train as well.

6.

Render first aid to injured passengers, obtaining
assistance of the railway staff, doctors and/or
volunteers on the train, or near the site of accident
and transport the injured to the hospital by taking
the help of Ambulance service, means available.

ROLE OF TRAIN SUPERINTENDENT/TTEs
1.

Don’t panic & condemn rumour.

2.

Pull the Alarm Chain and stop the train immediately.

3.

Evacuate the passengers to the adjacent coaches
which are away from the fire through the vestibules;
if the fire is not extinguished. After complete
evacuation the rolling shutters of coaches on fire
to be closed to contain the spread of fire.

4.

Advice passengers to take a cloth, wet it in their
drinking water and cover their nostrils. This reduces
the smoke inhalation & subsequently its bad
effects.

5.

Arrange the stretcher and first-aid box for the
injured passengers.
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6.

Insist that passengers should save themselves first
and not to bother about their valuables/luggage
which can be retrieved later on.

7.

Locate the fire extinguishing substances viz. fire
extinguishers etc. Use water from the coaches.

8.

Report it to the nearest station/control/fire station
(fire services: 101, it can be dialled by mobile also).

9.

Take assistance of volunteers from passengers,
Railway employees travelling, doctors on train, onboard contractor staff etc in rescue operation.

ROLE OF PANTRY CAR STAFF
1.
Protect the inflammable available at pantry car.
2.

Extinguish the fire by using fire extinguishers
available at pantry.

3.

Provide necessary assistance to TTE as directed.

ROLE OF RPF/GRP
1.
Separate the area of incident by establishing
temporary barriers and ensure that the on lookers
and spectators do not enter the affected area to
disturb the scene or hamper the rescue operations.
2.

Baggage of passengers should be isolated and
protected and should be taken care of till they are
handed over to claimants or taken over by Railway
authorities.

3.

RPF personnel should respond to any call for
assistance to rescue victims and transport them to
the nearest hospital.

4.

Check, save and record the evidence/clues of the
fire.
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ROLE OF ON BOARD HOUSEKEEPING STAFF
1.

Open the doors of both sides of coaches.

2.

Evacuate the passengers to the adjacent coaches
which are away from the fire through the vestibules;
if the fire is not extinguished. After complete
evacuation the rolling shutters of coaches on fire
to be closed to contain the spread of fire.

3.

Open Emergency Windows for Evacuation of the
passengers.

4.

Provide necessary assistance to TTE as directed.
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CHAPTER - 3
WHEEL DEFECTS & ITS MEASUREMENT
WHEEL DEFECTS
1.

Sharp flange

2.

Thin flange

3.

Deep flange

4.

Less root radius

5.

Flat Tyre

6.

Hollow Tyre

7.

Thin Tyre

8.

Loose axle

9.

Bent axle

10. Grooved axle
Note: 1 to 7 is tyre defects
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Below sketch show the application of tyre defect gauge
over wheel profile for the following defects.
SHARP FLANGE :

When X is parallel to Y,
If there is Gap in the middle
at A, the Wheel is serviceable

When X is parallel to Y,
If there is gap on either
side of A, the Wheel is
rejectable
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LESS RADIUS AT ROOT OF FLANGE

When X is parallel to Y,
If the gap is available at
either side of ‘A’, the wheel
is serviceable.

When X is parallel to Y,
if there is a gap between
gauge and the Root of Flange
at A, the Wheel is rejectable
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THIN FLANGE:

When X is parallel to Y, if
there is gap between
‘A’ and the root of flange,
the wheel is Serviceable

When X is parallel to Y, if there
is no gap between ‘A’ and the
root of flange, the wheel is
rejectable
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DEEP FLANGE:

When X is parallel to Y,
If there is a gap between ‘A’
and tip of the flange, the
wheel is serviceable.

When X is parallel to Y,
If there is no gap between ‘A’
and tip of the flange, the
wheel is rejectable.
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HOLLOW TYRE:
When X is parallel to Y,
If there is a gap between the
gauge at ‘A’ and the wheel
tread, the wheel is serviceable.

When X is parallel to Y,
If the gauge touches
the wheel tread at “A”,
The wheel is rejectable.

FLAT TYRE:
If there is a gap between
a gauge and the wheel
tread. The wheel is
serviceable
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If there is no gap between the
gauge and the wheel tread at
“A”, the wheel is rejectable.

THIN TYRE
If the mark ‘S’ on the gauge
is above the mark ‘A’, the
wheel is serviceable.

If the mark ‘S’ on the gauge
Coincides the wheel at ‘A’
the wheel is rejectable
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The Different types of wheels depend on the
manufacturing process.
There are two types of manufacturing process of solid
wheel.







Cast Wheel.
Forged Wheel.

Rail Wheel Factory/YNK.
Durgapur Steel Plant/W.B.

Forged Wheels are better wheel compared to cast
wheels. But cost wise cast wheels are cheaper in
producing.
There are four defects on the Flange portion and three
on the tread portion of wheel.
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Less Radius At Root Of Flange :
When radius given at the root of flange is reduced to
13mm or less from 16mm in standard profile and 14mm
in WWP it is less radius at root of flange. It is first defect
develop on the wheel before deep flange and hallow tyre.



Sharp Flange :
When the radius given at the tip of flange 14.5mm is
worm out to 5mm is called sharp flange. This develops
due to running on the curves section or due to defects in
suspension gear.

Repercussions :
Sharp Flange can take wrong route at a gaping in facing
point or damaged switch rails. It will cause train to take
a wrong route and get derailed.


Deep Flange :
When the depth of the flange is increased to 35mm it is
called deep flange. This happens due to the one sided
wear of the wheel head at the root of flange.

Repercussions :
A deep flange can cause derailment by hitting fish plate,
fish bolts and also check blocks and check rails.


Thin Flange:
When the thickness of the flange is reduced from 28.5mm
std profile or 29.4mm WWP wheel profile to 22 mm in
coaching, 16mm in goods is considered thin flange.
It should be checked 13mm below from tip.

Repercussions :
Due to excessive flange force is curves thin flange will
cause breakage of flange and derailment.
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Hollow Tyre :
Due to biased wear on the wheel head at the root of
flange and forces of brake block act on the head 1 in 20
inclination wear out and hollow tyre is formed.

Repercussions:
Due to inclination wheel and rail as point contact for
free movement of wheel on rail due to hollow tyre. This
inclination is host and the point contact becomes line
contact and it will cause rough retching and very
difficult to negotiate curves and more handing power
required for movement of this rolling stock.
•

Skidded Wheel :
This defect is caused due to defective brake gear {Brake
block, brake shoe, brake cylinder, piston stroke}
When a rolling stock is kept running with brakes in
applied condition due to defects in brake gear. The
Wheels slide over the rail and the smooth profile of the
wheel is lost. This cause heavy noise and damage the
tracks.

Metallurgical wheel defects CMI-K-003:
Due to the use of composite brake blocks in rolling stock.
Especially ‘K’ type brake block causes high frictional
value of 0.28 to 0.3. Due to this metallurgical defects
are formed.
METALLARGICAL DEFECTS [CMI-K-003 WHEEL DEFECTS]:1.

Thermal Cracks: - The cracks on the wheel tread,
progresses in a transverse & a radial direction & visible
on the outer face of the Rim or tread crack as reached
the outer edge (non gauge face) of the ring. Such wheels
should be withdrawn from service & send to shop for
examination & rejection.
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2.

Heat Checks: - Thermal cracks are dipper & need to be
distinguished from fine, Superficial cracks visible on the
tread or adjacent to the braking surface. Such wheels
need not be withdrawn but should be carefully
distinguished from the thermal cracks.

3.

Shelled Tread: - Can be identified by the pieces of metal
braking out of the tread surface in several places around
the Rim. Such wheels should be with drawn from service
& send to shop for examination & Re-profiling.

4.

Shattered Rim: - A Fracture on the wheel tread or flange.
It’s a rejectable defect.

5.

Spread Rim: - The wideness out for a short distance on
the front face due to internal defect. It’s a rejectable
defect.

NOTE: - Rim Flaw: - It’s not a wheel defect. Uniform curling
of metal on outer edge of the Rim.
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PERMISSIBLE VARIATION ON WHEEL DIAMETER

WHEEL DIAMETERS

Wheel profile
Worn wheel profile is a special profile on wheel tyre
derived out of standard wheel profile suitable to worn
shape of rail head of which are of 80% track. This is to
minimize the Condemnation period to avoid frequent
wheel changing, reprofiling and enhance the life of the
wheel.
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This profile is totally replacing the IRS standard wheel
profile as standard wheel profile found not economical
and not surviving for more number of kms due to the
fact that it has to run on worn rail heads which is
mismatch to standard wheel profile.
Step sizes of Worn Wheel Profile
The step sizes of worn wheel profile are,
1.

29.4 mm thick flange.( Standard )

2.

25.0 mm thick flange

3.

22.0 mm thick flange

4.

20.0 mm thick flange
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CHAPTER - 4
HOT AXLE & BRAKE BINDING
Symptoms :
HOT AXLE
During Night
 Screeching sound.
 Axle may get locked & wheel
skidding.
 Axle box cover becomes red hot.
 Sparks on rail.
 Light smell of burning grease.
DURING DAY
 Vibration in Wagon/Trolly.
 Screeching sound.
 Axle may get locked & wheel
skidding.
 Splashing of grease on wheel disc.
 Axle box cover cut or Buldged.
 Light smell of burning grease.

BRAKE BINDING






Emission of smoke at the
wheel.
Skidding of wheel on
track.
Brake block on wheel tyre
seems reddish.

Action there to:
i)
ii)

Initiate all possible steps to stop the train.
Warn the LP/ALP/Guard and SM in case of noticed
at station by station staff.
iii) Do not pour water on the hot box to cool.
iv) Ensure the status of axle box for safe movement.
v)
If doubt of movement persists, take the help of
C&W staff.
vi) SM may try to raise back departure signal to ON.
vii) The affected train should be admitted on main line
as far as possible.
viii) Advise advance station to control & check.
ix) Initiate action for detachment of brake binding
wagon.
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CHAPTER - 5
OFFICE ORDER

East Coat Railway

Office of the
Chief Safety Officer
Bhubaneswar

Office Order No. 01/2017
Date: 31.01.2017
With the approval of the General Manager, East Coast
Railway, the following orders regarding composition of ART/
ARME are issued.
1)

Composition of ART/ARME is to be maintained as
mandated by the Railway Board. Same has been detailed
in the Camtech Manual (MAINTENANCE AND OPERTATION
MANUAL FOR 140T CRANES, ARTs & ARMEs, IRCAMTECH/
GWL/MECH/ART/1.0 December-2015, Chapter-3, Page10). This composition will be as undera)

In “A” class ART, there will be 5 nos of coaches &
3 nos of wagons apart from one crane.

1st vehicle

140 T capacity diesel/steam break down crane with Match
Truck
2nd vehicle BCN HS (Crane packing Van and heavy tools, wire ropes &
OHE material)
3rd vehicle Crane Staff and Kitchen Van
4th vehicle BRN HS (containing Rails and Crossings)
5th vehicle BCN HS (complete Engineering Material and OHE items)
6th vehicle Tool and Equipment Van (All critical mechanical tools,
office and Fire fighting section. Provision of guard seat
with guard van valve)
7th vehicle C&W, Elect. and Telecom. Van (Material of Telecom, Elect. &
C&W)
8th vehicle Re-railing Equipment Van (MFD/LUKAS equipments and its
material)
9th vehicle Staff and Kitchen Van (MFD/LUKAS staff and Kitchen)
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2)

b)

In “B” class ART total number of vehicles will be
six. Its composition will be same as above except
break down crane & Match Truck.

c)

In addition, two BRNs loaded with OHE Masts and
other Engineering materials like Points & Crossings
and STO sleepers can be kept at a predetermined
location for immediate movement at the time of
requirement/accident.

In case of replacement of coaching stock in ART/ARME
or for any non commercial purpose, the Railway Board
instruction as per letter No. 2009/Chg-II/26/3(Dep. Stock),
dated 31.08.09 is to be followed. A copy of the letter is
enclosed.
To make it implementable, Sr. DME and Sr. DOM of the
division will have to initiate a note detailing the
requirement of coaches along with the history of the
coaches likely to be replaced and approval of DRM is to
be obtained through Sr. DSO.
This note should be sent to COM for his approval and a
copy of the same to be marked to CSO & CME. CPTM
along with remarks of CRSE will put up to COM for his
approval. On approval of the same by COM, proposal
will be sent to the coaching Directorate, Railway Board
for allotment of the coach. CPTM will co-ordinate with
the coaching directorate for getting necessary approval
& to convey the same to the division. CRSE will extend
necessary co-operation to CPTM on this issue.

3)

For replacement of freight stock like BCN/BRN etc, the
same procedure is to be followed at the Divisional level
before being sent to the office of COM. Allotment of the
wagons will be done by COM based on the remarks of
CFTM & CRSE.
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4)

Mechanical Deptt. should plan well in advance the
replacement of coaches/wagons of ARTs/ARMEs to avoid
any dislocation. Any other department, requiring coaches/
wagons will approach Mechanical Deptt. well in advance
& mark a copy to Safety & Operating deptt. On receipt of
such letter, Mechanical department will take necessary
action in co-ordination with Operating department as
detailed above.

5)

Any additional wagons/coaches other than the normal
composition of ART/ARME, if required, for housing
Engineering or OHE materials or any other material etc,
then these materials loaded in suitable wagons may be
stationed at any strategic location of the division, so that
same can moved immediately to the site in case of
requirement. Approval for such additional wagons/
coaches is to be obtained by following the procedure as
detailed above.

Sme.Sme. efceÞe

/S. S. Mishra
Chief Safety Officer

No.: ECoR/SFY/ART/ARME/34/

Date: 31.01.2017

Copy forwarded for information & necessary action to:
1.
2.
3.
4.

The Secretary to the GM for kind information of GM
COM, CME, PCE, CSTE, CEE, CMD, CCM, COS, FA&CAO,
SDGM, CPO, CSC/ECoR
The DRM/KUR, WAT, SBP
CWM/CRW/MCS
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CHAPTER - 6
CHECK LISTS for
Inspection of Mechanical Assets
1.0

DIESEL SHED
i)

Quality of failure investigations, trend of failure and
preventive actions being taken/to be taken.

ii)

Check of repair books and action taken/being taken
on the repairs booked by the drivers.

iii)

Corrective/preventive action taken in case of failures
on account of maintenance lapses.

iv)

Inspection of outgoing locomotives in respect of:
a.

Quality of schedule attention.

b.

Out of course repairs.

v)

Items of any special drives based on failure analysis.

vi)

Record keeping of various repairs.

vii)

Attention to and monitoring of high LOC locomotive
and locomotives with high SFC.

viii) Availability of spares, time taken for inspection of
material.
ix)

Unit exchange items.

x)

Summer drives/Monsoon drives and other special
drives, if in progress.

xi)

General house keeping of shed.

xii)

Progress of schedules and out turn locos overdue
schedule.

xiii) Availability of the demineralised water of working
of DM plant.
xiv)

Availability of lubricants.

xv)

Tests of water and oil samples in laboratory and
availability of chemicals.
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xvi)

Record keeping of laboratory tests and action taken
on them.
a)

Spectrograph results and action taken.

b)

Chloride level maintained.

c)

Sulphur content of HSD.

xvii) Working of machinery and plant, whiting jacks etc.
xviii) Condition of building, pathway and drainage system
and other assets.
xix)

Checking of load box records.
a.

Condition of load box.

b.

Record keeping.

xx)

Review of overall performance of shed vis-à-vis
action plan target.

xxi)

Vacancy and attendance position, administrative
action taken for long unauthorised absentees.

xxii) Block and crankshaft failure reports and analysis.

xxiii) Shed statistics pertaining to GTKM, SFC, LOC,
Engine Kms, Punctuality, equipment failures and
outage. Present holding, holding capacity and
future expansion plans.
xxiv) Progress of works, RSP and M&P proposals.
xxv) Training facilities available in the shed. Condition
of training centre and hostel.
xxvi) Diesel shed store-receipt and inspection ward.
Procedure of sampling and inspection, storage of
rubber component, oil etc. Rejection Ward – Status
of rejection cases.
2.0 SUPER CHECK OF OUTGOING LOCOS FROM DIESEL LOCO
SHED
Drivers’ repair book should be checked for remarks by
drivers and Inspectors till the last schedule before starting the
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super checking of the locomotive by both Mech and Electrical
side.
2.1
MECHANICAL
2.1.1
ENGINE IN SHUT-DOWN CONDITION
2.1.1.1 RADIATOR ROOM
i)
Move radiator fan blades with hand clock wise and
anti-clock wise to detect any Backlash.
ii)
Move radiator fan blades up and down with jerk to
check the condition of radiator fan bearing.
iii) Check RTM blower taper sleeve lock nut tightness.
iv) Check the condition of ‘V’ belts.
v)
Check the leakage from the expansion tank bottom
plate.
vi) Check the clamping of water pipe on top of RTM
blower.
vii) Check the ECC base for any copper dust.
viii) Check the condition of water cross over pipe of
radiator and its protection.
2.1.1.2 EXPRESSOR ROOM
i)
Check condition of the bubble collector holding
clamp welding.
2.1.1.3 ENGINE ROOM
i)
Cleanliness.
ii)
Check oil level in Governor.
iii) Check provision of grommet in high pressure tubes.
2.1.1.4 UNDER CARRIAGE
i)
Check adequate level of suspension bearing oil and
its filling cap.
ii)
Check adequate level of cardium compound in gear
case and its cover.
iii) Check tightness of gear case bolt.
iv) Check if the rollers on the equalizing beam are free.
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2.1.2 ENGINE IN RUNNING CONDITION
2.1.2.1 NOSE COMPARTMENT/CAB
i)
Check for no leakage from the OPS/Gauge supply
in nose compartments.
ii)
Check control air pressure for 5.0kg/cm²setting
after draining reservoir.
2.1.2.2 ENGINE ROOM
i)
Is the engine running?
ii)
Stop crank case exhauster motor on 8th notch and
check the following leakages.
iii) Leakage from crank case covers.
iv) Leakage from head covers.
v)
Leakage from governor to block base joint.
vi) Leakage from cam gear cover.
vii) Leakage from vibration damper block base joint.
viii) Leakage from after cooler housing base joint.
ix) Leakage from expansion doors and expansion
dummies.
x)
Switch on crank case exhauster motor and check
the engine for unusual sound also look for the colour
of the exhaust from C motor.
2.1.2.3 EXPRESSOR ROOM
i)
Check the leakages of IC (Inter cooler) from joints.
ii)
Check leakages of IC (Inter cooler) from pump face
joint, water pump lock face joint, main header
blocks face joints.
iii) Check water leakages from, the Victaulic/dresser
gaskets on the water outlet header.
iv) Check the sign of leakage of water from way of the
vent pipes in expresser room.
v)
Press expresser tripping valve spindle by hand – it
should not depress.
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vi) Check oil level of expresser.
vii) Check vibration of horizontal shape.
2.1.2.4 RADIATOR COMPARTMENT
i)
Check condition of radiator compartment floor for
leakage of IC or water from Victaulic and dresser
joints.
2.1.2.5 UNDER CARRIAGE
i)
Ensure working of ADC and MR drain cocks.
ii)
Check for any leakage of air from valves and brake
pipes.
2.2 ELECTRICAL
2.2.1 ENGINE IN SHUT-DOWN CONDITION
2.2.1.1 LOCO CAB:
i)
Check cleanliness and condition of finger tips of
CK1 and CK2 Contractors.
ii)
Visually inspect the condition of panels.
iii) Availability of additional BP, FP pipes, 02 wooden
wedges, 02 Iron skids and Fire Extinguisher.
2.2.1.2 GENERATOR ROOM
i)
Check oil level in Hydraulic Governor if provided.
2.2.1.3 ENGINE ROOM
i)
Check for connection and lay out of tacho generator
wiring.
2.2.1.4 EXPRESSOR ROOM
i)
Check fuel pump carbon brush and condition of
commutator for D.C. motors.
2.2.1.5 RADIATOR ROOM
i)
Check for wiring of RCC for proper clamping
(Radiator clutch coil).
2.2.1.6 UNDER CARRIAGE
i)
Check for lay out of axle generator wiring and its
clamping.
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ii)
iii)

Ensure that the cables are not rubbing with body.
Ensure that the TM covers are intact and properly
secured.
2.2.2 ENGINE IN RUNNING CONDITION
2.2.2.1 LOCO CAB
i)
Check for operation of ECC and other circuit
breakers like FP.
ii)
Circuit breakers, Cr. Case Exhauster Motor Circuit
Breakers.
iii) Check for correct operation of BKT. Reverser, Power
contractors.
iv) Check for air leakages from pneumatic pipe lines
to Reverser RXT and power contractor magnet
valves.
v)
Check the operation of the following emergency
switches, motor cut out switch, radiator fan
emergency switch, PCS, TRL, DMR.
vi) Working condition of wipers, sanders, flasher
lights, head lights, gauge lights and horns.
3.0 RAILWAY DIESEL INSTALLATION (RCDs)
i)
Performance of Flow Meter.
ii)
Electric fuel pump and Dsl. Pump.
iii) Availability of fire extinguisher, sand and water
buckets.
iv) Changing of filters of filters housing.
v)
Condition of decanting pipe and fuelling pipe.
vi) Disposal of spilled HSD oil.
vii) Accountal of HSD oil.
Viii) Effectiveness of water finding Paste-check on water
and later see if the tank bottom has any water.
ix) Shortages in fuel and write off action.
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COACHING DEPOT
1.
PIT EXAMINATION AND CLEANLINESS
i)
Adequacy of pit examination time for various rakes.
ii)
Availability of berthing slots.
iii) Infrastructure availability and adequacies, of the
following;
a)
Approach road.
b)
Cleanliness.
c)
Pathways for material movement.
d)
Lighting
e)
Pit light for night examination.
f)
Welding connections.
g)
Availability of compressor
h)
Adequate pipe lines for pressure testing.
i)
Mechanized cleaning with high pressure jet
cleaning machines etc. through professional
agencies.
iv) System of cleaning of rakes and execution of
mechanised coach cleaning contract as per scope
of work.
v)
Quality of repairs.
a)
Detailed air brake testing procedures.
vi) Compliance of instructions for fitment of brake gear
and suspension items.
vii) Coach holding vs actual requirement.
viii) Availability of water and watering facilities.
i)
Drainage adequacy.
ii)
Quality of terminal examination/attention in
stabling lines/platforms under RPC.
iii) Adherence to the activities listed in Trip/A/B
Schedules.
iv) Redressal of passenger complaints.
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v)

2.

3.

4.

Effectiveness of Pest & Rodents control
measures.
vi) Performance of linen maintenance contract.
PERFORMANCE INDICES
i)
Review indices, identify areas of weakness
(strength to be advised to universalize good
practices), decide action to be taken.
ii)
Ineffective coaching stock.
iii) Average repair time, placement/withdrawal time.
iv) Stock detained for long periods.
v)
Cases of punctuality loss.
vi) Coach failure analysis, reporting system and follow
up. Detachment primary rakes.
vii) Schedules done/arising/overdue (including POH).
SICK LINE RELATED ITEMS
i)
Adequacies of infrastructural facilities for IOH.
ii)
Quality of repairs during IOH.
iii) Adequacy of lifting facilities.
iv) Attention to welding practices particularly earthing.
v)
Air pressure, testing of stock after repairs in sick
line.
vi) Road access and availability of material handling
equipment.
vii) Review of supply/requirement of wheel and
overhauled bogies from shops.
C & W POINT ON PLATFORMS
i)
Availability of watering facilities.
ii)
System of rolling in examination of passing through
trains. (Availability of powerful lights for rolling in
examination on either side of on all platforms).
iii) System /adequacy of trouble-shooting of passing
through trains and monitoring of the same.
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iv)

5.

6.

7.

Does TXR record correct levels of Air pressure on
loco and SLR?
v)
Does he conduct checks for passenger alarm
device? Do the fitters have proper tools, lights etc.?
Are AC coaches pre-cooled?
vi) Pad locking of terminating trains.
vii) Drainage/cleanliness of platform line.
a)
Clean Train station activities and the
performance level, execution of CTS contract
as per scope of work.
b)
Adequacy of the fighting and other safety
equipments/plants.
vii) Performance of OBHS.
Availability of Store Material
i)
Annual consumption.
ii)
Shortfall of materials compared to Indent.
iii) Position of critical items.
iv) Compliance of stores imprests schedule.
v)
Important item out of stock/in short supply. Check
consumption of all consumables per annum. Is it
adequate to cover the cleaning requirement
throughout the years.
vi) Non-moving items /correctness of imprests
sanctioned.
vii) Scrap return.
viii) Proper storing of rubber item.
FINANCE
i)
High value item analysis.
ii)
Review on acceptance of workshop debit.
ESTABLISHMENT
i)
Vacancies.
ii)
Staff grievances.
iii) 10D / Sick cases.
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iv)

Casualty /absentees. Are attended registers
properly kept and checked in time? Action taken on
frequent and OR long absentees.
8. TRAINING NEEDS
i)
Facilities for training and adequacy thereof.
ii)
Overdue refresher courses, orientation courses and
special courses and monitoring thereof.
iii) Knowledge of staff/supervisors, system of
upgrading knowledge.
FFREIGHT DEPOT
1. ROH RELATED ITEMS.
i)
System for identification of repairs and ensuring
the completeness thereof.
ii)
Availability of unit exchange spares mainly trolleys,
springs and wheels.
iii) Availability of must-change items: system
monitoring audit checks.
iv) Attention to welding practices, particularly of earthing.
v)
Availability and use of gauges.
vi) Quality of repairs and attention to schedule items.
2. SICK LINE RELATED ITEMS
i)
Adequacy of lifting facilities.
ii)
Attention to welding practices particularly earthing.
iii) Air pressure testing of stock after repairs in sick line.
iv) NTXR rejection and analysis thereof.
v)
Road access and availability of material handling
equipment.
3. MANAGEMENT IN FORMATION SYSTEM
i)
Analysis of failures.
ii)
Analysis of average examination time.
iii) Compliance of imprest items and availability of
critical materials like brake blocks, brake block keys,
brake gear pins etc. Analysis of non-moving items.
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iv)
v)
vi)

4.

5.

6.

Trend of expenditure – unit cost and inventory.
Identification of training needs and training.
100% implementation of safety related
modifications.
vii) Use of bulb cotters in place of split cotters.
viii) Ultrasonic testing of axels. Please make surprise
check of an axle already cleared.
ix) Provision of spare templates for worn out wheel
profile for tyreturning of wheels.
i)
Analysis of freight trains.
ii)
Examined in loaded / empty condition.
iii) Running with invalid BPCs.
Coming for intensive exam. with open doors.
INTENSIVE EXAMINATION OF AIR BRAKE TRAINS.
Ensuring 100% rolling in examination for loose brake gears
/ skidded wheels /hot box before intensive examination.
Is BOX feeling done after train comes to a halt.
BRAKE GEAR AND WHEELS
i)
Complete inspection of running gear fittings.
ii)
Correct fitment of brake gear pins, split pins and
bulb cotters.
iii) Tapping and gauging of wheels.
iv) Check wheels free from defects as per IRCA rule
book.
v)
Hand brake to check for working.
vi) Check empty load box in correct handle position
and connection.
SAFETY FITTINGS
i)
Checking of safety brackets, safety loops and safety
fittings.
ii)
Checking correct and sound fitment of AR holding
straps,
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7.

8.

9.

10.

BOGIE FRAMES AND SPRING GEARS.
i)
Check for cracks on horn gaps, side frame/spring
plank on CASNUB Bogies.
ii)
Replace cracked/broken springs.
iii) Check spring cambers for over loading.
BRAKE POWER
i)
Check for adequate pressure level.
ii)
Leakage rates should be within prescribed limit.
iii) Check for proper mating of brake block on wheel
tread.
iv) Check, correctness of ‘A’ dimension clearance of
SAB regulator and ensure proper working.
v)
Ensure brake block thickness above 20 mm.
vi) Fitment of quick coupling /adopter ‘B’ in brake van
to be ensured.
MISCELLANEOUS
i)
Check buffer heights.
ii)
Check proper security of doors (covered wagons).
iii) Check proper packing/lashing and securing of
consignment.
iv) Inspection of draw and buffing gears.
v)
Ensure proper locking of CBC/proper tightening of
screw coupling.
BRAKE POWER
i)
Check brake pipe pressure and ensure:
No. of wagons
Engine
Brake Van
Upto 56 Wagons
5.0Kg/CM²
4.8 Kg/CM²
Above 56 wagons
5.0Kg/CM²
4.7Kg/CM²
ii)
Ensure leakage rate within prescribed limit.
iii) Proper adjustment of piston stroke. Ensure within
specified limit after brake application.
iv) Proper mating of brake block on wheel treads.
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v)

Proper working and correct ‘A’ dimension clearance
of SAB regulators.
vi) Ensure minimum percentage of operative cylinders
as per specified limits.
vii) Ensure continuity of brake pipe connection and
conduct continuity test.
viii) Ensure working of guard’s emergency brake valve
and proper fitment and working of quick coupling.
ix) Ensure brake cylinder piston fully inside and brake
blocks having clearance from wheels after release
of brakes.
11. MISCELLANEOUS
i)
Ensure all angle cocks (except at rear end of train)
are kept open.
ii)
Ensure isolating cock of DVs to be in open position.
iii) Ensure BP & FP coupling at rear end of train is
placed on support.
iv) Ensure CBCs are properly locked and operating
handles properly secured.
v)
Ensure proper closing of doors.
12. ADDITIONAL ITEMS FOR BOBR/BOBRN/BLC WAGONS
i)
Load sensing device (LSD) to be checked for proper
working.
ii)
Ensure clearance between operating value and
spring buffer (LSD) within specified limits.
iii) Bolts and nuts of LSD to be properly tack welded.
13. GUARD AND DRIVER CHECK (EXAMINATION)
i)
Knowledge of Guard and Drivers of items to be
checked.
ii)
Quality of check being done by Guard/Driver.
iii) Check for correct method of continuity test being
done by Guard and Driver.
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Check List for Pantry Cars
Train No. _______________

Pantry Car No._______________

Division/Depot__________
The following items need to be checked and certified by the Depot
Supervisior before releasing a pantry car for train service.
Sl. Item

Yes/No Available Working
(in nos.) (in nos.)

1

Cooking gas pipelines.

2

Any leakage from gas pipeline
and connectors.
Intactness of Gas cylinders
clamps and working condition
Pressure gauge of gas pipelines.
Proper fixation of gas stoves.
Electrical heaters in LHB
coaches.
Hot cases in LHB coaches.
Exhaust fans.
All electrical Junction box
covers.
All lights with diffusers.
04 nos. of fire extinguisher.
Good condition of floor with
proper drain.
Refrigerator, de-freezer.
RO Plant
Emergency openable window
provided

3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
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